52                               LAW OF CONTRACTS.
further comment in this connection.    This subject is  further amplified in the works on the  "Law of Contracts," but it is
not necessary to elaborate it here.
i
45.    Discharge by Tender.    When the performance of a contract is frustrated or prevented by the act of the party to whom the performance  is  due  the  offering to perform is called a tender.    As applied to engineering  contracts, if  the contractor  is  prevented  from performance by the owner, the latter subjects himself to liability on a suit  for  damages sustained by the contractor by not being allowed to perform.    In other words, the owner breaks the contract by his refusal and subjects himself to a suit for damages, the same as in any other case of breach of contract, while the contractor stands released from all further obligation under the contract, his tender being construed as performance so far as he is concerned.
46.   Kinds of Impossibility Which Will Discharge & Contract.    An agreement between parties to do what both know to be impossible is discharged when their knowledge of such   impossibility  is  shown,   but where the impossibility is known only to one of the parties, he is liable for damages to
the party to whom it is unknown.                                                                     i
Where the subject-matter  is nonexistent, or has ceased to                         I
exist, the impossibility of performance results from a mutual mistake of fact, and the contract is discharged.
Where performance is rendered impossible by what is called in law "an act of God or of the public enemy" the party so contracting is excused. By "an act of God" as used in law as discharging a contract is meant a manifestation of the powers of nature over which man has no control, such as fires caused by lightning (but not by accident or other cause), winds, floods, sickness and the like. In the performance of engineering contracts unusual difficulties will not be placed in this cate-

